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A brief review of the assignment of elementary fermions and bosons to irreducible multiplets in
grand unified E6 models is followed by a discussion of different, hierarchical symmetry breaking
chains from E6 down to SU(3)C × U(1)EM . We concentrate here on a model with an intermediate
Pati-Salam symmetry for which (B−L) is conserved. In particular, the mass/mixing matrix of elec-
trically neutral fermions (i.e.neutrinos) that would be derived from Yukawa couplings is constructed.
The pattern of neutrino masses and some bounds on mixing parameters are discussed.
PACS numbers: 67.85.-d, 31.15.aq, 72.25.Mk
I. INTRODUCTION
The modern theory of high energy physics is based on the
Standard Model which is a local quantum gauge field the-
ory supporting the Lie symmetry algebras SU(3), SU(2)
and U(1) that are associated with strong, weak and elec-
tromagnetic interactions among the elementary particles.
It is augmented with a fine-tuned Higgs mechanism that
generates the observed mass spectrum of all constituent
fermions and the intermediate vector bosons. The ex-
istence of an elusive heavy scalar Higgs boson in this
framework was eventually confirmed at LHC experiments
in 2012.
There are many reasons for not regarding the Standard
Model as a final theory. First of all, even though it agrees
very well with the experimental data available so far, it
has too many independent free parameters to be fixed
phenomenologically. This asks for an enlargement of the
symmetry schemes in order to cut down the number of
free parameters. Secondly, there is more in the Nature
then that is evidenced by the Standard Model, because
(i) current inflationary cosmological evolution scenarios
require the existence of large amounts of Dark Matter
and Dark Energy and (ii) the observed neutrino oscil-
lations imply massive neutral fermions with complicated
patterns of interactions. Moreover, (iii) the fact that only
three families of elementary particles exist still awaits for
a theoretical explanation. Finally, (iv) the puzzle of the
matter-anti-matter asymmetry of the Universe also re-
quires an explanation. These are the main reasons why
we need new physics which holds out more symmetry be-
yond the Standard Model. The new physics on which we
will concentrate here is based on the idea of Grand Uni-
fication where three types of known gauge interactions
are unified at the same very high energy scale by link-
ing the three of the four fundamental forces in nature by
combining strong and electroweak forces but excluding
gravity.
Arguably the best known GUT (Grand Unification
Theory) is due to Georgi and Glashow[1] that is based
on the block-diagonal embedding
(U(1)× SU(2))EW × SU(3)C →֒ SU(5).
SU(5) is a rank-4 Lie group that supports a single (run-
ning) coupling constant. The grand unification may oc-
cur at extremely high energy scales at ∼ 1015GeV [2].
The broken symmetry pattern at lower energy scales is
achieved through a two step hierarchy
SU(5) → (U(1)× SU(2))EW × SU(3)C
→ U(1)QED × SU(3)C . (1)
The rank drops by one at the second step. This gives
rise to a U(1)Y charge associated with the hypercharge
quantum number Y . The ultimate price to pay for grand
unification is the necessity of proton decay. Such lepto-
quark processes would probe physics almost at the Planck
scales. The present-day observational lower limit on the
proton life-time independent on the decay mode stands
at & 1034 years and poses a great challenge for future
experiments [3],[4],[5],[6].
There are two other popular GUT’s that historically
followed SU(5) soon after; one based on the rank-5 Lie
group SO(10)[7],[8] and the other on rank-6 exceptional
Lie group E6[9],[10],[11],[12]. The symmetry breaking
hierarchy for SO(10) GUT of Fritzsch and Minkowski[8]
reads
SO(10)→ SU(5) → (U(1)× SU(2))EW × SU(3)C
→ U(1)QED × SU(3)C . (2)
The drop by one in rank at the final step is again asso-
ciated with U(1)Y while the drop by one in rank at the
first step is associated with a new U(1)t charge.
The symmetry breaking pattern for the Model I E6 GUT
of Gu¨rsey, Ramond and Sikivie[9],[13], [14], [15] on the
other hand goes as
E6 → SO(10) → SU(5)
→ (U(1)× SU(2))EW × SU(3)C
→ U(1)QED × SU(3)C . (3)
2Here the first two steps involve two separate U(1)
charges. We note that both of these GUTs are anomaly-
free and left-right symmetric.
A slightly different approach is adopted in one of the
earliest grand unified models proposed by Pati and
Salam[16],[17],[18],[19]. It involves the following embed-
ding of the colour symmetry
SU(3)C →֒ SU(4)C
and treats lepton number as a fourth colour. Accordingly
a left-right symmetric extension of the SM is determined
through the embedding
SU(3)C ×SU(2)L × U(1)Y
→֒ SU(4)C × SU(2)L × SU(2)R
∼= SO(6)× SO(4).
This alternative route will be referred to as Pati-Salam
symmetry in what follows. If we now further embed
SO(10) →֒ E6, we consider the hierarchy
E6 → SO(10)→ SU(2)L × SU(2)R × SU(4)C
→ U(2)EW × SU(3)C
→ U(1)QED × SU(3)C . (4)
Here a basic fermion multiplet in each generation be-
comes {27} of E6 rather than {16} of SO(10), thus im-
plying eleven extra new types of fermions[20],[21],[22].
Such a Grand Unified E6 model with intermediate Pati-
Salam symmetry thus combines the leptons and quarks in
each generation into a single fundamental representation
of E6 and allows for interactions among them in such a
way that the baryon number on its own is not conserved
but the difference between the baryon and lepton num-
bers (B − L) would be conserved[23],[24],[25],[26],[27].
The most recent work on grand unification based on non-
commutative geometries provides further motivation that
supports the Pati-Salam approach[28],[29].
In this paper we consider a Grand Unified E6 model with
intermediate Pati-Salam symmetry. In particular, we
look at electrically neutral leptons (neutrinos) and study
their masses and mixing within each family. In section:2,
the assignment of fermion multiplets is discussed in gen-
eral. We make use of the computer program LieArt in
Mathematica to work out the Lie algebraic weights and
the roots of E6, given the subgroup decomposition. The
relevant projection operators for our symmetry breaking
hierarchy are explicitly constructed. We also comment
briefly on the spectrum of coloured quarks and charged
leptons. In section:3, a mass matrix for neutral leptons
is written down and its eigenvalues and eigenvectors are
studied in second order perturbation theory. Further-
more certain bounds involving masses and mixing pa-
rameters are derived. Concluding remarks are given in
section:4.
II. FERMION ASSIGNMENTS
In the E6 model, bosons are assigned to the adjoint rep-
resentation {78} and fermions are assigned to the fun-
damental representation {27}. Therefore, in accordance
with the irreducible decomposition
{27} × {27} = {2¯7}+ {351}+ { ¯351}, (5)
it is possible to assign the Higgs scalar bosons to the rep-
resentation {2¯7} of E61. Our aim here is to determine
the generic mass matrix of the fermions in {27} by exam-
ining the invariant Yukawa couplings via the symmetry
breaking chain
E6 −→ SO(10)× U(1)t
−→ SU(2)L × SU(2)R × SU(4)
−→ SU(2)L × SU(2)R × SU(3)C × U(1)B−L
−→ U(1)Y × SU(2)I × SU(3)C .
To highlight the fermionic content predicted by our
model, a good starting point would be the Cartan ma-
trix of the GUT group E6 for which we write down all
the simple roots and can get the information we need for
any representation we are interested in. We make use of
the computer program LieArt[31] for the tensor decom-
positions, branching rules and some basic formulations of
the E6. The Cartan matrix of E6 is explicitly written as
E6 =


2 −1 0 0 0 0
−1 2 −1 0 0 0
0 −1 2 −1 0 −1
0 0 −1 2 −1 0
0 0 0 −1 2 0
0 0 −1 0 0 2


. (6)
Each weight vector can be given as a linear combination
of simple roots αi as
Λ =
∑
i
Λ¯i
2
(αi, αi)
αi
where [Λ¯1, .., Λ¯l] gives the weight in the dual basis.
Dynkin indices of a weight Λ are defined as
ai = 2
(Λ, αi)
(αi, αi)
=
∑
j
Λ¯j
2
(αj , αj)
Aji
in the Dynkin basis. Then every irreducible represen-
tation is uniquely identified by an ordered set of inte-
gers (a1, ..., al), and each such set is a highest weight of
one and only one irreducible representation[32],[33],[34].
We are interested in the fundamental representation of
1 We make the most economical Higgs multiplet assignment.
Higher Higgs multiplets {351} and { ¯351} may also be consid-
ered, for example, to implement supersymmetry[30].
3E6 where all the fermions in the SM and more appears
in. We simply start by the highest weight and sub-
stract the simple roots and obtain the weight diagram
for the representation. Highest weight for the {27} of
E6 is (100000). We can see below the weight diagram
generated by LieArt[31]:
WeightSystem[Irrep[[E6][1,0,0,0,0,0]]
1 0 0 0 0 0, -1 1 0 0 0 0, 0 -1 1 0 0 0,
0 0 -1 1 0 1, 0 0 0 -1 1 1, 0 0 0 1 0 -1, 0 0 0 0 -1 1,
0 0 1 -1 1 -1, 0 0 1 0 -1 -1, 0 1 -1 0 1 0, 0 1 -1 1 -1 0,
1 -1 0 0 1 0, -1 0 0 0 1 0, 0 1 0 -1 0 0, 1 -1 0 1 -1 0,
-1 0 0 1 -1 0, 1 -1 1 -1 0 0, -1 0 1 -1 0 0, 1 0 -1 0 0 1,
-1 1 -1 0 0 1, 1 0 0 0 0 -1, -1 1 0 0 0 -1, 0 -1 0 0 0 1,
0 -1 1 0 0 -1, 0 0 -1 1 0 0, 0 0 0 -1 1 0, 0 0 0 0 -1 0 .
Since we are interested in physical content, we should
look for color and flavor embeddings in the model. The
Dynkin indices can be converted into eigenvalues of a set
of diagonal generators with
Q(Λ) =
∑
i
Q¯iai.
The electric charge operator measured in this way for E6
is
QEM =
1
3
[212010].
We should now concentrate on the subgroup structure
and the related symmetry breaking chain to gather a de-
tailed information about the particle content. E6 GUT
has physical interest when SU(3)C is contained as a sub-
group. In this work we concentrate on the chain where
SU(4) contains SU(3)C . We follow the projection of
highest weight of the representation to the highest weight
it branches to. Thus we work with different projection
matrices at each step of the symmetry breaking chain.
For the chain E6 ⊃ SO(10) ⊃ SU(2)L×SU(2)R×SU(4)
where SU(4) ⊃ SU(3)C , we have the following projection
matrices:
P1(E6 ⊃ SO(10)) =


0 1 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 0
1 1 0 0 0 0

 ,
where P1 projects the weights to the subgroup SO(10),
and
P13 (SO(10) ⊃ SU(2)L × SU(2)R × SU(4))
=


0 0 1 1 1
0 0 1 0 0
1 1 1 0 1
0 1 1 1 0
−1 −1 −1 −1 0

 , (7)
Quantum Numbers of Neutral Leptons
Particle Assignment Qt IL3 I
R
3 (B − L) Y QEM
νe 1 1/2 0 -1 -1 0
NCe 1 0 -1/2 1 0 0
NCE -2 -1/2 1/2 0 1 0
νE -2 1/2 -1/2 0 -1 0
νS 4 0 0 0 0 0
TABLE I: U(1)-charges for first generation neutral leptons in
left-right symmetric symmetry breaking chain in E6.
where P13 projects the weights in SO(10) to the
weights in the SU(2)L×SU(2)R×SU(4) representation,
and
P5(SU(4) ⊃ SU(3)C) =
(
1 0 0
0 1 0
)
,
where P5 projects the weights in SU(4) to the weights
in SU(3)C . At every step of symmetry breaking chain
we get different U(1) charges. We project SO(10) weight
to the subgroup SU(2)L×SU(2)R×SU(4) and the first
Dynkin index in the projected weight (a1a2a3a4a5) gives
the weak isospin IL3 = a1/2, the second Dynkin index
gives IR3 = a2/2 and the remaining indices (a3a4a5) fix
the weight in SU(4). Then we take this SU(4) weight
and project it once more relative to the subgroup SU(3)C
and get the color weight in SU(3)C . Therefore, the mod-
ified Gell-Mann-Nishijima formula that gives the electric
charge reads
QEM = IL3 + I
R
3 +
1
2
(B − L). (8)
(A) The labelling and the physical interpretation of the
corresponding (first generation) neutral fermions are as
follows:
• νe is the left-handed electron neutrino with quan-
tum numbers I3 = 1/2, Y = −1, B − L = −1,
• NCe is the charge-conjugate of right-handed elec-
tron neutrino with quantum numbers I3 = 0, Y =
0, B − L = 1,
• νE is the left-handed exotic neutrino with quantum
numbers I3 = 1/2, Y = −1, B − L = 0,
• NCE is the charge conjugate of right-handed exotic
neutrino with quantum numbers I3 = −1/2, Y =
1, B − L = 0,
• νS is the left-handed sterile neutrino with quantum
numbers I3 = 0, Y = 0, B − L = 0.
Assuming that {2¯7} dominates the Higgs boson sec-
tor, we now look for particles with charges in {2¯7}
representations that come with minus signs. We write
the charges in {2¯7} in (νe, NCe , νE , NCE , νS) basis as
[35],[36],[37]:
4νe
(1,−1,−1)
N ce
(1,1,0)
νE
(−2,0,−1)
N cE
(−2,0,1)
νS
νe
(1,−1,−1) (2,0,−1) (−1,−1,−2) (−1,−1,0)
N ce
(1,1,0) (2,0,−1) (−1,1,1)
νE
(−2,0,−1) (−1,−1,−2) (−4,0,0) (2,0,−1)
N cE
(−2,0,1) (−1,−1,0) (−1,1,1) (−4,0,0) (2,0,1)
νS
(2,0,−1) (2,0,1)
Empty entries above mean that the corresponding
charges do not occur in the {2¯7} representation2.
(B) The labelling and the physical interpretation of the
corresponding (first generation) colour-triplet quarks are
as follows:
• uL is the left-handed part of up-quarks, with quan-
tum numbers I3 = 1/2, Y = 1/3, B − L = 1/3,
• dL is the left-handed part of down-quarks, with
quantum numbers I3 = −1/2, Y = 1/3, B − L =
1/3,
• DCR is the charge conjugate of right-handed part of
exotic quarks, with quantum numbers I3 = 0, Y =
2/3, B − L = 2/3,
• uCR is the charge conjugate of right-handed part
of up-quarks, with quantum numbers I3 = 0, Y =
−1/3, B − L = −1/3,
• dCR is the charge conjugate of right-handed part of
down-quarks, with quantum numbers I3 = 0, Y =
2/3, B − L = 1/3,
• DL is the left-handed part of exotic quarks, with
quantum numbers I3 = 0, Y = −2/3, B − L = 2/3.
Quantum Numbers of Color Triplet Quarks
Particle Assignment Qt IL3 I
R
3 (B − L) Y QEM
uL 1 1/2 0 1/3 1/3 2/3
dL 1 −1/2 0 1/3 1/3 −1/3
DCR −2 0 0 2/3 2/3 1/3
dCR 1 0 1/2 −1/3 2/3 1/3
uCR 1 0 −1/2 −1/3 −4/3 −2/3
DL −2 0 0 −2/3 −2/3 −1/3
TABLE II: U(1)-charges for first generation, color triplet
quarks in left-right symmetric symmetry breaking chain in
E6.
2 The alternative symmetry breaking chain with intermediate
SU(5) symmetry instead of the Pati-Salam symmetry leads to
a mass matrix with the same non-vanishing entries as above ex-
cept the entry M13 ∼ (−1,−1,−2) that vanishes. This is the
case considered in Rosner[36].
uL
(1,1,1/3)
dL
(1,−1/3,−4/3)
DCR
(1,−1/3,1/3)
dCL
(−1,1.1/3)
uCL
(−2,2/3,2/3)
DL
(−2,−2/3,−2/3)
uL
(1,1,1/3) (2,0,−1)
dL
(1,−1/3,−4/3) (−1,1,1) (2,0,,1)
DCR
(1,−1/3,1/3) (−1,1,1) (−1,−1,−2) (−4,0,0)
dCR
(−1,1.1/3) (2,0,1) (−1,−1,0)
uCR
(−2,2/3,2/3) (2,0,−1) (−1,−1,−2)
DL
(−2,−2/3,−2/3) (−4,0,0) (−1,−1,0)
We also write down the allowed charges in {2¯7}, relative
to the above basis of quarks as
(C) The labelling and the physical interpretation of the
corresponding (first generation) charged leptons are as
follows:
• eL is the left-handed part of electron, with quantum
numbers I3 = 1/2, Y = −1, B − L = −1,
• eCR is the charge conjugate of right-handed part of
electron, with quantum numbers I3 = 0, Y = 2, B−
L = 1,
• EL is the left-handed part of exotic lepton with
quantum numbers I3 = 1/2, Y = −, B − L = 0,
• ECR is the charge conjugate of right-handed part
of exotic lepton with quantum numbers I3 =
−1/2, Y = −1, B − L = 0.
Quantum Numbers of Charged Leptons
Particle Assignment Qt IL3 I
R
3 (B − L) Y QEM
eL 1 −1/2 0 −1 −1 −1
eCR 1 0 1/2 1 2 1
EL −2 −1/2 −1/2 0 −1 −1
ER −2 1/2 1/2 0 1 1
TABLE III: U(1)-charges for electrically charged leptons in
left-right symmetric symmetry breaking chain in E6.
The allowed charges in {2¯7}, relative to the basis of
charged leptons given above will be
e(1,−1,−1) ec(1, 1, 2) E(−2, 0,−1) Ec(−2, 0, 1)
e(1,−1,−1) – (2, 0, 1) (−1,−1,−2) (−1,−1, 0)
ec(1, 1, 2) (2, 0, 1) – (−1, 1, 1) –
E(−2, 0,−1) (−1,−1,−2) (−1, 1, 1) – (−4, 0, 0)
Ec(−2, 0, 1) (−1,−1, 0) – (−4, 0, 0) –
III. MASSES AND MIXING OF NEUTRAL
LEPTONS
The spectrum of electrically neutral fermion fields in our
E6-model consists of three generations of (i) active left-
chiral and right-chiral neutrinos[38], (ii) heavy exotic
(Dirac) neutrinos[39],[40],[41],[42], and (iii) light sterile
5(Majorana) neutrinos[36],[43]. We won’t be dealing with
mixings among different generations in the present paper.
We introduce a minimal seesaw mechanism below to sep-
arate out the observable left-chiral active neutrinos from
the right-chiral active neutrinos which remain unobserv-
able at current energy scales. Such a separation in mass
is not predicted by the E6 models, however, we follow a
common practice[44],[36],[45],[46] and implement a min-
imal seesaw mechanism by hand in order to remain con-
sistent with current neutrino observations. We associate
large Dirac masses with exotic neutrinos. The sterile neu-
trino masses could be small or even may be set to zero
at first approximation to remain in favour with recent
inflationary big bang cosmology scenarios[35],[44],[47].
In order to set the notation in general, let us consider a
left-handed, 2-component complex spinor field ψL and a
right-handed, 2-component complex spinor field ψR that
transform as (1/2, 0) and (0, 1/2) irreducible representa-
tions of the Lorentz group, respectively [48],[49]. Their
charge conjugate fields ψCL = iσ2ψ
∗
L and ψ
C
R = iσ2ψ
∗
R
carry opposite chiralities. A 4-component Dirac spinor
field can be given by
Ψ =
(
ψL
ψR
)
,
thus transforming under (1/2, 0)⊕ (0, 1/2). A Majorana
spinor field is self-charge conjugate and satisfies ψCR = ψL
(so that ψCL = ψR as well ).
We consider the following formal expression for the La-
grangian density of a Dirac fermion:
LFermion = Her(iΨ¯(γ · ∇)Ψ) + iΨ¯MΨ
= Her(iψ¯L(σ · ∇)ψL) +Her(iΨ¯CR(σ · ∇)ψCR)
+ iML ψ¯LψL + iMRψ¯
C
Rψ
C
R + iM
(
ψ¯Lψ
C
R + ψ¯
C
RψL
)
where ML,MR are two Majorana masses and M is a
Dirac mass. By convention, all the 2-spinors that appear
in the Lagrangian density are taken as left-handed. If ψL
describes a left-handed neutrino field, then ψCR describes
an (independent) left-handed anti-neutrino field. Then
we write down by inspection the following 2 × 2 mass
matrix
M =
(
ML M
M MR
)
.
Keeping with the same conventions as above, we describe
all the masses and mixing of neutral fermions in our E6-
model by the following 5× 5 real symmetric matrix:
M =


0 m M13 M14 0
m M 0 m24 0
M13 0 0 M
′ m35
M14 m24 M
′ 0 m45
0 0 m35 m45 −m′′

 . (9)
We have introduced three mass parameters
m,M ′,m′′ and one minimal seesaw parameter
M . Furthermore there are five mixing parameters
M13,M14,m24,m35,m45. Here and in what follows,
lower case m’s correspond to ”small” parameter values
while the upper case M ’s correspond to ”large” ones[35].
All the mass parameters are assumed positive. Let us
remark here that if the symmetry breaking chain involves
an intermediate SU(5) symmetry, then the mass/mixing
matrix cannot support the entry M13 . Then it would be
set to zero above which is the case studied by Rosner[36].
In our problem though, the symmetry breaking chain
passes through an intermediate stage with Pati-Salam
symmetry so that M13 6= 0.
A diagonalisation of the above matrix to determine the
exact mass eigenvalues doesn’t seem feasible. Neverthe-
less we demand that the signs and magnitudes of the free
parameters should be so chosen that there will be two
real positive and three real negative eigenvalues, with
one positive eigenvalue and one negative eigenvalue be-
ing equal to each other in absolute value. In such a case,
all the masses assigned to the neutral fermions would be
real and positive. On the other hand, since we do not
have sufficient clue concerning the magnitude of the ex-
otic and/or sterile neutrino masses and their mixings, no
numerical estimates would be possible. Then , we do the
best we can and evaluate below some perturbative ex-
pressions for the mass eigenvalues. The starting point
for our model building process will be the lowest order
neutrino mass matrix
M0 =


0 m 0 0 0
m M 0 0 0
0 0 0 M ′ 0
0 0 M ′ 0 0
0 0 0 0 −m′′

 .
The upper left 2×2 block refers to active neutrinos where
m is a Dirac mass and M is introduced to induce a min-
imal seesaw mechanism. The middle 2 × 2 block refers
to an exotic fermion whose Dirac mass is M ′. The lower
right corner refers to a single, self-conjugate sterile neu-
trino for which we introduce a Majorana mass m′′. The
eigenvalues of M0 are found to be
6M+ =
M
2
+
√
(
M
2
)2 +m2, −m− = M
2
−
√
(
M
2
)2 +m2, M ′, −M ′, −m′′,
with the corresponding eigenvectors
|1 >= 1√
M2+ +m
2


m
M+
0
0
0

 , |2 >=
1√
m2− +m2


m
−m−
0
0
0

 ,
|3 >= 1√
2


0
0
1
1
0

 , |4 >=
1√
2


0
0
1
−1
0

 , |5 >=


0
0
0
0
1

 .
In first approximation, for M >> m, we have
M+ ∼=M, m− ∼= m
2
M
with the corresponding eigenvectors
1√
M2 +m2


m
M
0
0
0

 ,
1√
(m
2
M )
2 +m2


m
−m2M
0
0
0

 .
Therefore, the mass of the active right-handed neutrino
∼ M , could be ”large” so that it is a heavy neutrino;
while the mass of the active left-handed neutrino ∼ m2M ,
remains ”small” so that it is a light neutrino.
We regard the mixings as perturbation on the zeroth or-
der mass matrix given above:
M1 =M−M0.
Then we calculate the following second order perturba-
tive corrections to the mass eigenvalues:
∆M+ = −| < 1|M1|3 > |
2
M+ −M ′ −
| < 1|M1|4 > |2
M+ +M ′
,
∆m− = −| < 2|M1|3 > |
2
−m− −M ′ −
| < 2|M1|4 > |2
−m− +M ′ ,
∆M ′+ = −
| < 3|M1|1 > |2
M ′ −M+ −
| < 3|M1|2 > |2
M ′ +m−
,
∆M ′− = −
| < 4|M1|1 > |2
−M ′ −M+ −
| < 4|M1|2 > |2
−M ′ +m− ,
∆m′′ = −| < 5|M1|3 > |
2
−M ′ −
| < 5|M1|4 > |2
M ′
,
where the relevant matrix elements turn out to be
< 1|M1|3 >= m(M13 +M14) +M+m24√
2(m2 +M2+)
, < 1|M1|4 >= m(M13 −M14)−M+m24√
2(m2 +M2+)
;
< 2|M1|3 >= m(M13 +M14)−m−m24√
2(m2 +m2
−
)
, < 2|M1|4 >= m(M13 −M14) +m−m24√
2(m2 +m2
−
)
;
< 3|M1|5 >= m35 +m45√
2
, < 4|M1|5 >= m35 −m45√
2
.
Then, for instance, the sterile neutrino mass, assuming
m′′ = 0 to zeroth order in perturbation theory, is given
by
mS ∼= 2|m35m45|
M ′
, (10)
7so that it is inversely proportional to the exotic neutrino
mass. Its magnitude is controlled by the mixing of exotic
and sterile neutrinos.
If we consider the mass matrix appearing with the
U(1) charges derived from our symmetry breaking chain
which does not include the term M on the diagonal
and since it has no exact solution, we can follow differ-
ent matrix methods to determine the mass eigenvalues
approximately[50]. One of our main assumptions is that
the exotic massM ′ ≡M34 is much larger than the others.
Then we can diagonalise the mass matrix with respect to
it by a Jacobi transformation
J34 =


1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 c −s 0
0 0 s c 0
0 0 0 0 1

 ,
and obtain the matrix M′ = JT34MJ34 as
M′ =


0 m12 (M13+M14)/
√
2 (M14−M13)/
√
2 0
m12 0 m24/
√
2 m24/
√
2 0
(M13+M14)/
√
2 m24/
√
2 M34 0 (m35+m45)/
√
2
(M14−M13)/
√
2 m24/
√
2 0 −M34 (m45−m35)7
√
2
0 0 (m35+m45)/
√
2 (m45−m35)/
√
2 0

 .
We then refer to the perturbation theorem for the eigen-
values of a matrix[50] to get constraints on the eigenval-
ues of M′. Letting D = diag(a11, · · · , ann) ∈Mat(n,R)
and E = [eij ] ∈ Mat(n,R), consider the perturbed ma-
trix D + E . Then the eigenvalues of D+ E are contained
in the discs,
{z ∈ C : |z − λ− eii| ≤ R
′
i(E) =
n∑
j 6=i
j=1
|eij |} i = 1, · · · , n,
which are contained in the discs,
{z ∈ C : |z − λi| ≤ R
′
i(E) =
n∑
j=1
|eij |}.
Thus if λˆ is an eigenvalue of D + E , there is some eigen-
value λi such that,
|λˆ− λi| ≤ |||E|||∞.
Here the matrix norm
|||E|||∞ = max{m12 +
√
2M14,m12 +
√
2m24,
M14√
2
+
m24√
2
+
(m45 +m35)√
2
,
M14√
2
+
m24√
2
+
(m45 −m35)√
2
,
√
2m45}.
Thus the mass eigenvalues would be restricted to lie in
certain intervals determined in terms of the strengths of
mixing parameters. In the absence of numerical data, we
are not able to carry the analysis further3.
3 It is interesting to note that these bounds are independent of
M13. Then they would remain the same if the broken symmetry
chain had an intermediate SU(5) instead.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUDING
REMARKS
We consider here an E6 grand unified model with in-
termediate Pati-Salam symmetry where the gauge bosons
live in the adjoint representation {78} of E6 while each
generation of fermions are assigned to copies of the fun-
damental representation {27}. We take the Higgs bosons
in {2¯7} and in accord with the assumed symmetry break-
ing chain work out all physical, conserved U(1) charges
of the fermions. Furthermore the generic Yukawa cou-
plings allowed by our symmetry breaking chain are also
pointed out. We concentrate our attention in particu-
lar on the electrically neutral fermion sector, neglecting
here any horizontal mixing between different generations.
First of all we have active neutrinos of both chiralities.
In order to differentiate between the masses of the left-
handed and right-handed active neutrinos, a minimal see-
saw mechanism is implemented by hand. Although such
a mechanism wouldn’t be allowed by our underlying GUT
symmetry, phenomenologically heavy right-handed ac-
tive neutrinos are not observed, unlike the physical light
left-handed active neutrinos. We further have a heavy ex-
otic (Dirac) neutrino and a light (or even massless to the
lowest order of approximation) sterile (Majorana) neu-
trino. Then we write down a 5×5 real symmetric matrix
that defines the masses and the mixing of these neutral
leptons. We first discuss tree level masses by turning off
all the mixing terms. We note that when the mixings
are turned on, the active and sterile neutrinos do not
mix, while both of these types can mix with the exotic
neutrinos on their own. We have shown up to second or-
der perturbation approximation that the sterile neutrino
mass would be inversely proportional to the exotic neu-
trino mass, and directly proportional to the product of
the sterile-exotic mixing coefficients. The effects of the
8mixing of active and exotic neutrinos on the sterile neu-
trino mass are expected to show up at higher order per-
turbations. By the plausible assumption that exotic neu-
trinos would be the heaviest among all neutrino types, we
also consider an expansion of the mass matrix around its
maximum eigenvalue, taking the maximum to be the ex-
otic neutrino massM34. Then we apply the perturbation
theorem for matrices that allows us to put constraints on
actual mass eigenvalues in terms of the mixing param-
eters. The neutral lepton masses and mixings in a E6
GUT with intermediate SU(5) symmetry has been anal-
ysed before by Rosner[36]. The 5×5 matrix of masses and
mixing we derive here differs from Rosner’s expression by
the non-vanishing mixing parameter M13 6= 0. This par-
ticular term enters into our mass eigenvalue expressions.
Yet we haven’t been able to pinpoint a physical process
that would distinguish between the two different sym-
metry breaking patterns. We note that the same single
non-vanishing mixing parameter that differentiates be-
tween the two symmetry breaking patterns also appears
in the mass and mixing matrices of the colour triplet
quarks and the charged leptons.
The bosonic sector of SM consists of 8 (massless) glu-
ons, 3 heavy weak intermediate bosons and one mass-
less photon. Together with a single real scalar Higgs
boson, this adds up to 28 physical bosonic degrees of
freedom. The fermionic sector of SM includes 3 gener-
ations each of charged leptons, chiral neutrinos and iso-
doublets of 3-coloured quarks. This adds up to 15 physi-
cal, fermionic degrees of freedom for each generation. In
the SO(10) GUTs, fermions are assigned to the funda-
mental representation {16}. Therefore to postulate the
existence of a single heavy right handed neutrino over
the SM fermion spectrum will be sufficient to fill up the
whole multiplet[51]. On the other hand in the E6 GUTs
fermions are assigned to {27}, so that one needs to pos-
tulate further the existence of heavy exotic fermions that
amounts to 11 extra fermionic degrees of freedom for each
generation. In the bosonic sector, on the other hand, the
adjoint representation {45} of SO(10) asks for 18 extra
intermediate vector bosons to be postulated while the
adjoint representation {78} of E6 requires 51 new gauge
bosons. Thus, both of these models require one to pos-
tulate the existence of large numbers of gauge bosons
that would mediate lepto-quark interactions. The fact
that the fermionic sector of SO(10) GUTs are econom-
ical in that respect over the E6 GUTs does not provide
sufficient reason on its own to justify not to go beyond
SO(10) in a grand unification theory. Strong support for
E6 GUTs come from string theory motivated grand uni-
fication models[52],[53],[54],[55],[56]. For instance, effec-
tive heterotic string field theory models in 10-dimensions
should contain either one of SO(32) or E8 × E8 gauge
symmetry groups for anomaly cancellation. It is sugges-
tive to consider the well-known chain of Coxeter-Dynkin
diagrams for the E-series in the Cartan classification of
complex semi-simple Lie algebras:
E8 → E7 → E6 → E5 ∼= SO(10)→ E4
∼= SU(5)→ SU(4)→ SU(3).
If we identify the E8 at the upper end of this tower with
one of the E8’s in heterotic string theory and identify the
SU(3) at the lower end of the tower with the unbroken
colour symmetry of elementary particles,then it is natural
not to stop at an SO(10) GUT and move over to E6
GUTs towards E8[57].
The electroweak unification occurs at energy scales of
∼ 102GeV at which the local (Abelian) gauge symme-
try of QED is diagonally embedded into a larger (non-
Abelian) gauge symmetry group:
U(1)QED →֒ U(1)Y × SU(2)I .
The strong interactions on the other hand are described
in terms of quarks and gluons in QCD based on a sym-
metry group
SU(3)C ×GF .
The flavour group GF accommodates a global horizontal
symmetry among the quark generations. The local colour
symmetry group SU(3)C generates asymptotically free
forces which might explain the observed confinement of
colour. This is a hypothesis yet to be theoretically veri-
fied. While going over to GUTs, moving up in the hierar-
chy steps at ever increasing energy scales, the unbroken
colour symmetry SU(3)C is always preserved. There-
fore two big issues in grand unification schemes remain:
(i) to find room for three and only three generations of
fermions and (ii) to verify colour confinement hypothe-
sis that is central to the success of QCD. SO(10) GUTs
are more economical in numbers but on both of the es-
sential issues above E6 GUTs seem more suggestive. An
algebraic approach to colour confinement problem had
been proposed long ago by Gu¨rsey[58]. The fact that
the structure of all exceptional Lie algebras including E6
depends on the non-associtative properties of octonions
is well-known[59]. The 26 dimensional exceptional Jor-
dan algebra of Hermitian 3 × 3 matrices over complex
octonions plays a unique role in the algebraic approaches
to grand unification. There are other related early work
along these lines[60],[61], yet this is still an open research
direction.
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